07-04-17, MOVIE NIGHT EVENT, DISC GOLF COURSE OPENING
Still celebrating the 4th of July? Well get ready for the next Pinebrook
Event and continue your summer entertainment activities:
1. MOVIE NIGHT EVENT: Saturday, July 8th at 7:30PM at the Picnic Area
. Next Saturday PB hosts its first MOVIE NIGHT EVENT at the Basketball
Court in the main picnic area.
. 7:30pm to 8:30pm is a Social hour with provided Popcorn, Soft drinks,
Water, Ice, and Margarita Mix (You bring the good “stuff”).
. 8:30pm (approx.) will be a Cartoon or Preview film for everyone
- Bring your lawn chairs for seating on the Basketball Court
. 8:45pm (approx.) will be the main feature for KIDS OF ALL AGES
- An Animated Musical Comedy: “SING”
. You don’t have to RSVP, just show up. Attendance will determine
the future holding of MOVIE NIGHT EVENTS.
2. Pinebrook July 1st Activities and Thanks
. I hope everyone had a great day and participated in the many available
events. We had close to 300 at the BBQ and Fireworks Display.
. A special thanks to Michelle Coy, Kathy Skinner, and Christine Snow
for organizing the day’s activities and to all the volunteers who helped
with the games and the Set-up and Clean-up tasks.
. We had several donations of large fireworks (unknown names) and cash
contributions by Julie Rodgers, the Rafaels, Sarah Burdick and Susan
Manheiner, Pfenningers, Antonio Lopez, the Debbages and more. Kirt
Boynton, the “Music Man” and Matt leading the “Pyro” crew brought it
all together. It is the volunteers & donators that make this event memorable.
3. Disc Golf Course Opening - A review of basic access rules
. 6 hole course that STARTS at HOLE 1 at the back of the baseball field. Do
not start at HOLE 3 along Flanders or park anywhere along Flanders. Use
the Pinebrook parking lots.
. Take your trash away and no dogs on the course.
. The Course is for the use by Pinebrook HOA Members, Use Fee Members, and
all these Members’ guests, families, and renters.
. Disc Bags can be checked out from a Beach Attendant (seven days a week).
. Read the rules posted at the beginning of the course (HOLE 1) and also
provided in your “Checked Out Disc Bag”.

